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Structured Materials and Structured Light
for Quantum Photonics

• Not all materials are uniform dielectrics
• Not all light waves are plane waves

Example of Structured Light

Optical Möbius strips!

Observation of Optical Polarization Möbius Strips
t.öbius strips are familiar geometrical structures, but their occurrence
in nature is extremely rare.
tWe generate such structures in the nanoscale in tightly focused vector light
beams and confirm experimentally their Möbius topology.

Bauer, Banzer, Karimi, Orlov, Rubano, Marrucci, Santamato, Boyd and Leuchs,
Science, 347, 964 (2015)

Prediction of Optical Möbius Strips
An “ordinary” Möbius strip

A polarization Möbius strip
(introduced by Isaac Freund)

• Isaac Freund discovered, described, and investigated these unusual structures
• To observe these structures, one needs to create a very special field distribution
(e.g., a Poincaré beam)
• One also needs to observe the field distribution in a very special way (measure
polarization as a function of position around a very tightly focused light beam)

Full,vectorial,beam,measurement,on,the,nanoscale,
Nanopar1cleGbased,probing,technique,for,vector,beam,reconstruc1on,

1. A,dipole@like,spherical,nanopar)cle,(90,nm,diameter),is,scanned,through,the,beam,
2. The,forward@,and,backward@scapered,light,for,each,posi)on,of,the,nanopar)cle,
rela)ve,to,the,beam,in,the,focal,plane,is,measured,
measured intensity
(can also measure
polarization and phase)

Full,ampitude,and,phase,reconstruc1on,scheme:,,
T.,Bauer,,S.,Orlov,,U.,Peschel,,P.,B.,and,G.,Leuchs,,“Nanointerferometric,Amplitude,and,Phase,Reconstruc)on,of,
Tightly,Focused,Vector,Beams”,,Nat.,Photon,8,,23,@,27,(2014).,,
9,

Lab Setup to Observe a Polarization Möbius Strip
q = -1/2

=0
LG00
LHC
=
LG0-1
RHC

= /2
SuperPosition
“Star”

• q-plate: waveplate with a spatially varying orientation
(q is the topological charge)
• output beam has a spatially varying state of polarization
(vector beam, Poincaré beam, etc.)

Tight focusing enhances the
Möbius effect,which depends
on the z component of the field

Observation of Polarization Möbius Strips
q =-1/2
3/2 twists

q = -3/2
5/2 twists
structure
possesses
|q|+1 half
twists

Remarks
• First observation of a polarization Möbius strip
• Light fields can possess rich spatial structure on subwavelength scales
• Current technology is capable of controllably creating beams with
such structures and measuring it at subwavelength distances.
Bauer T, Banzer P, Karimi E, Orlovas S, Rubano
A, Marrucci L, Santamato E, Boyd RW, and
Leuchs G. Science, 2015.

Why structured materials?
To tailor the linear response and nonlinear optical (NLO)
response of optical materials.
This could be useful!

The Promise of Nonlinear Optics
Nonlinear optical techniques hold great promise for
applications including:
• Photonic Devices
• Quantum Imaging
• Quantum Computing/Communications
• Optical Switching
• Buffers and Routers Based on “Slow Light”
But the lack of high-quality photonic material is often the chief
limitation in implementing these ideas.
Our approach to developing improved photonic materials is to
use composite and structured materials.

Outline: Structured Nonlinear Optical Materials
1. Nanocomposite materials
Nanocomposite materials display enhanced NLO response
Enhancement occurs through local field effects
NLO response of metal/dielectric nanocomposite materials
Optical properties of semicontinuous metal films
2. Enhanced nonlinear response of 1-D photonic crystals
3. NLO response of surface plasmon polaritons
4. Optical properties of structured surfaces
5. Optical properties of guest-host systems
FBAG: A highly nonlinear material
Microscopic cascading and enhanced nonlinearity
Consequences: Image rotation. backwards light, momentum
!

Nanocomposite Materials for Nonlinear Optics
• Maxwell Garnett

• Bruggeman (interdispersed)
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• Fractal Structure

• Layered
εa
εb

- In each case, scale size of inhomogeneity << optical wavelength
- Thus all optical properties, such as n and χ(3), can be described by
effective (volume averaged) values
Recent review: Dolgaleva and Boyd, Advances in Optics and Photonics 4, 1–77 (2012).

Enhanced NLO Response from Layered Composite Materials
A composite material can display a larger NL response than its constituents!
Quadratic EO effect

Alternating layers of TiO2 and
the conjugated polymer PBZT.

gold electrode

BaTiO3

signal generator
1 kHz

AF-30 in
polycarbonate

ITO

glass substrate
photodiode

polarizer

Measure NL phase shift as a
function of angle of incidence.
35% enhancement in

(3)

Fischer, Boyd, Gehr, Jenekhe, Osaheni, Sipe, and
Weller-Brophy, Phys. Rev. Lett. 74, 1871 (1995).

Diode Laser
(1.37 um)

dc voltmeter
lockin amplifier

3.2 times enhancement!

Nelson and Boyd, APL 74 2417 (1999)
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Local Field Eﬀects in Nonlinear Optics – I
Recall the Lorentz-Lorenz Law
(linear optics)

E
E

P

loc

(1) − 1
4
N
α
ϵ
(1)
= πN α.
χ =
or (1)
4
1 − 3 πN α
ϵ +2 3

This result follows from the assumption that the field that acts on a
representative atom is not the macroscopic Maxwell field but rather
the Lorentz local field given by
Eloc = E + 43 πP

where

P = χ(1)E

We can rewrite this result as
ϵ(1) + 2
Eloc = LE where L =
is the local field factor.
3

Local Field Eﬀects in Nonlinear Optics – II
For the case of nonlinear optics, Bloembergen (1962, 1965) showed
that, for instance,
χ(3)(ω = ω + ω − ω) = N γ (3)|L(ω)|2[L(ω)]2.
where γ (3) is the second hyperpolarizability and where
ϵ(ω) + 2
L(ω) =
3
For the typical value n = 2, L = 2, and L4 = 16. Local field eﬀects
can be very large in nonlinear optics! But can we tailor them for our
benefit?
We have been developing new photonic materials with enhanced NLO
response by using composite structures that exploit local field eﬀects.

Enhancement of the NLO Response
- Under very general conditions, we can express the NL
response as
2 (3)
(3)
2
eff

= fL L

where f is the volume fraction of nonlinear material and L is
the local-field factor, which is different for each material geometry.
- Under appropriate conditions, the product f L2 L 2 can exceed unity.
- For a homogeneous material

+2
3

L=

- For a spherical particle of dielectric constant
of dielectic constant h
3h
L=

m

+2

m

embedded in a host

h

- For a layered geometry with the electric field perpendicular to the
plane of the layers, the local field factor for component a is given by
L=

eff

1

a

eff

=

fa
a

+

fb
b
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Material Systems for Composite NLO Materials
All-dielectric composite materials
Minimum loss, but limited NL response
Metal-dielectric composite materials
Larger loss, but larger NL response
Note that (3) of gold

106

(3) of silica glass!

Also, metal-dielectric composites possess surface plasmon
resonances, which can further enhance the NL response.

Gold-Doped Glass: A Maxwell-Garnett Composite
Red Glass Caraffe
Nurenberg, ca. 1700
Huelsmann Museum, Bielefeld

Developmental Glass, Corning Inc.
gold volume fraction approximately 10-6
gold particles approximately 10 nm diameter

• Composite materials can possess properties very different
from those of their constituents.

• Red color is because the material absorbs very strong in the
blue, at the surface plasmon frequency

Counterintuitive Consequence of Local Field Effects
Cancellation of two contributions that have the same sign
Gold nanoparticles in a reverse saturable absorber dye solution (13 μM HITCI)
normalized transmittance
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Accessing the Optical Nonlinearity of Metals with Metal-Dielectric
Photonic Crystal Structures
Metals have very large optical nonlinearities but low transmission
Low transmission because metals are highly reflecting (not because they are absorbing!)
Solution: construct metal-dielectric photonic crystal structure
(linear properties studied earlier by Bloemer and Scalora)

E

Cu

SiO2

E

Cu

PC structure
80 nm of
copper (total)

bulk metal
80 nm of copper
T = 0.3%

T = 10%
z

0

L

Bennink, Yoon, Boyd, and Sipe, Opt.
Lett. 24, 1416 (1999).
Lepeshkin, Schweinsverg, Piredda, Bennink,
and Boyd, Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 123902 (2004).

bulk Cu
M/D PC

nm
I = 500 MW/cm2

(response twelvetimes larger)

z
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Nonlinear Optics and Light-by-Light Scattering

The elementary process of light-by-light scattering has never
been observed in vacuum, but is readily observed using the
nonlinear response of material systems.
Nonlinear material is fluorescein-doped boric acid glass (FBAG)
n2(FBAG) ≈ 1014 n2(silica) [But very slow response!]
M. A. Kramer, W. R. Tompkin, and R. W. Boyd, Phys. Rev. A, 34, 2026, 1986.
W. R. Tompkin, M. S. Malcuit, and R. W. Boyd, Applied Optics 29, 3921, 1990.

Why structured materials?
To tailor the linear response and nonlinear optical (NLO)
response of optical materials.
This could be useful!

August 15, 2007 / Vol. 32, No. 16 / OPTICS LETTERS
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Large nonlinear optical response of polycrystalline
Bi3.25La0.75Ti3O12 ferroelectric thin films on
quartz substrates
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We measure the nonlinear susceptibility of Bi3.25La0.75Ti3O12 (BLT) thin films grown on quartz substrates
using the Z-scan technique with picosecond laser pulses at a wavelength of 532 nm. The third-order nonlinear refractive index coefficient ! and absorption coefficient " of the BLT thin film are 3.1
# 10−10 cm2 / W and 3 # 10−5 cm/ W, respectively, which are much larger than those of most ferroelectric
films. The results show that the BLT thin films on quartz substrates are good candidate materials for applications in nonlinear optical devices. © 2007 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 160.2260, 160.4330.

The use of ferroelectric films with large nonlinear optical properties has been of tremendous interest in
the semiconductor and optics communities due to the
films’ numerous useful properties for applications
such as ferroelectric random access memory devices,
high-frequency tunable devices, integrated photonics,
and nonlinear optical applications [1–4]. Over the
past few years, the optical properties of ferroelectric
thin
films
such
as
Bi2Nd2Ti3O12
(BNT),
Pb0.7La0.3TiO3, and SrBi2Ta2O9 (SBT) have been
widely studied [5–7]. In addition, large quadratic
electro-optic coefficients in Bi4Ti3O12 thin films on
MgO and !1 − x"Pb!Mg1/3Nb2/3"O3−xPbTiO3 superlattices were reported [8,9].
Several measurements using the Z-scan technique
show that ferroelectric thin films have large nonlinear optical properties. Li et al. estimated the nonlinear refractive index n2 of LiNbO3 : MgO as 2
# 10−15 cm2 / W [10]. Nonlinear response and optical
limiting in SBT thin films were investigated [11].
Leng et al. reported that lanthanum-modified lead
zirconate titanate thin films have a negative nonlinear refractive index n2 of 2.3# 10−19 cm2 / W [12]. Gu
et al. measured the optical nonlinearities of BNT thin
films having a two-photon absorption coefficient of
3.1# 10−5 cm/ W and a nonlinear refraction coefficient of 0.7# 10−9 cm2 / W [5]. In addition, large nonlinear optical properties of Ba0.7Sr0.3TiO3 were measured [13].
Another attractive ferroelectric thin film is
Bi3.25La0.75Ti3O12 (BLT), which has excellent fatiguefree properties on metal electrodes [14], and its linear
optical properties have been well investigated [15].
Shi et al. also reported a large third-order nonlinear
susceptibility of BLT thin films measured at 800 nm
with a femtosecond laser and stated that the thirdorder nonlinear absorption is caused by the saturated
absorption [16].
0146-9592/07/162453-3/$15.00

In this Letter, the authors measure the nonlinear
optical properties of BLT thin films on quartz substrates using the Z-scan technique with picosecond
laser pulses at a wavelength of 532 nm. Although
this material has been studied previously by Shi et
al. [16], we obtain somewhat different results. According to [16], the pulse energy was 1.2 $J, and its
peak intensity was about 720 GW/ cm2, which could
damage the material. In addition, the symmetric
bell-shaped transmittance can be interpreted as not
only saturated absorption but also material damage.
However, our experiment is conducted under conditions especially chosen to avoid the results of laser
damage, and our results show that the BLT thin
films exhibit giant nonlinear properties. The large
nonlinear coefficients show the possibility of using
BLT thin films for various applications.
The thin films of Bi3.25La0.75Ti3O12 were grown using a solgel method on quartz substrates. Coating of
the solution onto the substrate was performed by
spin coating at 3000 rpm for 30 s. The coated layers
were preheated on a hot plate at 400° C for 10 min to
remove the solvent in air. After coating and preheating processes, the films were annealed at 800° C for
20 min in a furnace. These steps were repeated five
times to obtain thick enough films. The x-ray diffraction pattern of the BLT thin film is shown in Fig.
1(a), and it shows that the as-grown BLT thin film
has bismuth-layered perovskite structure. In addition, the pattern shows the !00l" reflection peaks as
well as a (117) peak, indicating the phase of the film
is well-formed and polycrystalline. As shown in Fig.
1(b), the surface was measured with an atomic force
microscope, exhibiting that the roughness is about
17 nm and the grain size is about 200 nm.
The optical transmittance spectrum of the BLT
thin film was measured at the wavelength of
320– 1550 nm using a Perkin-Elmer UV/VIS Spec© 2007 Optical Society of America

Huge Nonlinear Optical Response of ITO near its Epsilon-Near-Zero Wavelength

Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) displays enormously strong NLO properties:
• n2 is 2.5 x 105 times that of fused silica
• nonlinear change in refractive index
as large as 0.8
• response time of 270 fs
Wavelength dependence of ε
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Some possible new effects
• Waveguiding outside the “weakly-guiding” regime
• Efficient all-optical switching
• No need for phase-matching

Alam, De Leon, Boyd

Another Example of Structured Light
Quantum Properties of Light Beams that
Carry Orbital Angular Momentum (OAM)

What Are the OAM States of Light?
• Light can carry spin angular momentum (SAM) by means of its circular
polarization.
• Light can also carry orbital angular momentum (OAM) by means of the
phase winding of the optical wavefront.
• A well-known example are the Laguerre-Gauss modes. These modes
contain a phase factor of exp(ilφ) and carry angular momentum of lh̄ per
photon. (Here φ is the azimuthal coordinate.)
Phase-front structure of some OAM states

l =0

l = +1

l = +2

See, for instance, A.M. Yao and M.J. Padgett, Advances
in Photonics 3, 161 (2011).

Laguerre-Gauss Modes
The paraxial approximation to the Helmholtz equation (∇2 + k 2 )E(k) = 0 gives
the paraxial wave equation which is written in the cartesian coordinate system as
! 2
"
∂
∂2
∂
+
+ 2ik
E(x, y, z) = 0.
(1)
∂x2 ∂y 2
∂z
The paraxial wave equation is satisfied by the Laguerre-Gaussian modes, a family
of orthogonal modes that have a well defined orbital angular momentum. The field
amplitude LGlp (ρ, φ, z) of a normalized Laguerre-Gaussian modes is given by
#
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π(|l| + p)! w(z) w(z)
w2 (z)
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z
ρ2
ik 2 ρ2 z
× exp − 2
exp − 2
exp i(2p + |l| + 1)tan−1
e−ilφ, (2)
2
w (z)
2(z + zR )
zR
where k is the wave-vector magnitude of the field, zR the Rayleigh range, w(z) the
radius of the beam at z, l is the azimuthal quantum number, and p is the radial
quantum number. Llp is the associated Laguerre polynomial.
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How to create a beam carrying orbital angular momentum?
t6TFBTQBUJBMMJHIUNPEVMBUPS
acting as a computer generated
hologram (more versatile)

t1BTTCFBNUISPVHIB
spiral phase plate

Incoming
Plane-Wave

Incoming
Plane-Wave

Outgoing
Helical-Wave

Outgoing
Helical-Wave

Spiral Phase
Plate

=0

=1

Forked
Diffraction
Grating

=2

0

2π

=3
Exact solution to simultaneous intensity and phase masking
with a single phase-only hologram, E. Bolduc, N. Bent, E.
Santamato, E. Karimi, and R. W. Boyd, Optics Letters 38, 3546 (2013).

Use of Quantum States for Secure Optical Communication
t5IFDFMFCSBUFE##QSPUPDPMGPSRVBOUVNLFZEJTUSJCVUJPO 2,%
USBOTNJUTPOFCJUPGJOGPSNBUJPOQFSSFDFJWFEQIPUPO
t8FIBWFCVJMUB2,%TZTUFNUIBUDBODBSSZNPSFUIBOPOFCJU
QFSQIPUPO
o/PUFUIBUJOUSBEJUJPOBMUFMFDPN POFVTFTNBOZQIPUPOTQFSCJU
t0VSQSPDFEVSFJTUPFODPEFVTJOHCFBNTUIBUDBSSZPSCJUBMBOHVMBS
NPNFOUVN 0". TVDIBTUIF-BHVFSSF(BVTTTUBUFT XIJDISFTJEF
JOBOJOöOJUFEJNFOTJPOBM)JMCFSUTQBDF

QKD
We are constructing a QKD system in which each photon carries many bits of information
We encode in states that carry OAM such as the Laguerre-Gauss states
As a diagnostic, we need to be able to measure the statevector of OAM states
Single Photon States
Laguerre-Gaussian Basis
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Protocol
Alice

LG:13 LG:3

AB:2 AB:3 AB:15 AB:14 LG:16 LG:8 AB:24 LG:26

Bob

LG
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LG

AB

LG

AB

LG

AB

AB
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Result
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3

15

14

16

17

24

10

Sifted Key 13 3 3 14 16 24 …

in principle contains no errors
unless eavesdropper is present.

In any real system, Bob’s key will have errors due to system imperfections.
1. Error Correction (Cascade Protocol)
2. Privacy Amplification
Under many conditions, these protocols can be successfully implemented if
Alice/Bob share more bits of information than Alice and Eve.

Spatially Based QKD System

Source
Weak Coherent Light
Heralded Single Photon

Protocol
Modified BB84 as
discussed

Challenges
1. State Preparation
2. State Detection
3. Turbulence

Sorting OAM using Phase Unwrapping
Optically implement the transformation

Position of spot
determines OAM

Experimental Results (CCD images in output plane)
-Can also sort angular position
states.
-Limited by the overlap of
neighboring states.
*Berkhout et al. PRL 105, 153601 (2010).
O. Bryngdahl, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 64, 1092 (1974).

Our Laboratory Setup

We use a seven-dimensional
state space
Mirhosseini, Magaña-Loaiza, O’Sullivan,
Rodenburg, Malik, Lavery, Padgett, Gauthier
and Boyd, New J. Phys. 17, 033033 (2015).
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Laboratory Results - OAM-Based QKD
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Terabit free-space data transmission employing
orbital angular momentum multiplexing
Jian Wang1,2 *, Jeng-Yuan Yang1, Irfan M. Fazal1, Nisar Ahmed1, Yan Yan1, Hao Huang1, Yongxiong Ren1,
Yang Yue1, Samuel Dolinar3, Moshe Tur4 and Alan E. Willner1 *
The recognition in the 1990s that light beams with a helical phase front have orbital angular momentum has benefited
applications ranging from optical manipulation to quantum information processing. Recently, attention has been directed
towards the opportunities for harnessing such beams in communications. Here, we demonstrate that four light beams with
different values of orbital angular momentum and encoded with 42.8 3 4 Gbit s21 quadrature amplitude modulation
(16-QAM) signals can be multiplexed and demultiplexed, allowing a 1.37 Tbit s21 aggregated rate and 25.6 bit s21 Hz21
spectral efficiency when combined with polarization multiplexing. Moreover, we show scalability in the spatial domain
using two groups of concentric rings of eight polarization-multiplexed 20 3 4 Gbit s21 16-QAM-carrying orbital angular
momentum beams, achieving a capacity of 2.56 Tbit s21 and spectral efficiency of 95.7 bit s21 Hz21. We also report data
exchange between orbital angular momentum beams encoded with 100 Gbit s21 differential quadrature phase-shift keying
signals. These demonstrations suggest that orbital angular momentum could be a useful degree of freedom for increasing
the capacity of free-space communications.

A

ngular momentum, sometimes described as the rotational
analogue of linear momentum, is one of the most fundamental physical quantities in both classical and quantum
mechanics1. Angular momentum can be divided into spin angular
momentum (SAM) and orbital angular momentum (OAM) in
paraxial beams2,3. SAM is associated with photon spin and manifested as circular polarization, as anticipated by Poynting in 19094
and demonstrated by Beth in 19365. In contrast, OAM is linked to
the spatial distribution2. It was shown by Allen in 19926 that helically phased beams comprising an azimuthal phase term exp(iℓu),
have an OAM of ℓh per photon (where ℓ is topological charge, u
is azimuthal angle, and h is Plank’s constant h divided by 2p).
OAM is a natural property of various types of helically phased
beams, ranging from electron beams to radio waves7–15. It has
given rise to many developments in optical manipulation, optical
trapping, optical tweezers, optical vortex knots, imaging, astronomy
and quantum information processing7,8,16–27.
In addition to these established areas, OAM has recently seen
applications in free-space information transfer and communications28. In contrast to SAM, which has only two possible values
of +h, the theoretically unlimited values of ℓ, in principle,
provide an infinite range of possibly achievable OAM states. OAM
therefore has the potential to tremendously increase the capacity
of communication systems, either by encoding information as
OAM states of the beam or by using OAM beams as information
carriers for multiplexing28–36. In this Article, we consider the latter
option of using OAM beams for multiplexing, which can be
regarded as the analogue of various other multiplexing technologies
in optical fibre communications, such as wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM)37–39, optical time-division multiplexing (OTDM)40,
polarization-division multiplexing (PDM)37–41, spatial-division
multiplexing (SDM)41 and mode-division multiplexing (MDM)42.

Note that recent advances in optical communication systems in
relation to multilevel amplitude/phase modulation formats, coherent
detection and electronic digital signal processing have facilitated dramatic increases in capacity and spectral efficiency37–43. Hence, a valuable goal would be to use OAM beams to carry information with
multilevel amplitude/phase modulation formats, resulting in yet
another increase of capacity and spectral efficiency, gained by the multiplexing of OAM beams. Moreover, when using OAM beams to carry
different data information, a potentially desirable operation for flexible
data processing would be data exchange between OAM beams.
Here, we demonstrate multiplexing/demultiplexing of four
polarization-multiplexed (pol-muxed) OAM beams, each carrying a
42.8 × 4 Gbit s21 (4 bits per symbol) quadrature amplitude modulation (16-QAM) signal, thereby achieving a capacity of 1,369.6
(42.8 × 4 × 4 × 2) Gbit s21 (4 bits per symbol for the 16-QAM,
with 4 OAM beams and 2 polarization states) with a spectral
efficiency of 25.6 bit s21 Hz21 (50 GHz grid). Moreover, we show
scalability in the spatial domain using two groups of concentric
rings of eight pol-muxed OAM beams, each carrying a 20 ×
4 Gbit s21 16-QAM signal, for which a capacity of 2,560 (20 × 4 ×
8 × 2 × 2) Gbit s21 (4 bits per symbol for the 16-QAM, with 8
OAM beams, 2 polarization states and 2 groups of concentric rings)
is achieved together with a spectral efficiency of 95.7 bit s21 Hz21
(25 GHz grid). Finally, we demonstrate data exchange between two
OAM beams, each carrying a 100 Gbit s21 differential quadrature
phase-shift keying (DQPSK) signal.

Multiplexing of information-carrying OAM beams
Figure 1a,b presents a schematic representation of the generation and
back-conversion of an information-carrying OAM beam, where a
light beam with OAM serves as a carrier of information, which
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Next Step: gigabit-per-second OAM-based QKD system
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Thank you for your attention!

